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Recommendations

Plasma Nuclear Physics as an important component in nuclear astrophysics. The program will concentrate on the environmental effects of hot dense plasmas on nuclear reaction and decay processes in stellar interiors. This affects primarily nuclear processes in stellar plasma environments. Discussion focused primarily on possible nuclear astrophysics applications includes low energy plasma screening, electron capture processes at high densities, and thermal excitation effects in neutron capture reactions.

Nuclear physicists have made major advances in understanding the origin of the elements using a suite of accelerator facilities for cross-section measurements. Many gaps in that understanding will be addressed by future facilities, including the Facility for Rare Isotope Beams (FRIB) and Deep Underground Science and Engineering Laboratory (DUSEL), which are expected to be available in the ten-year time frame. But even with these new capabilities, a full, experimentally validated picture of nucleosynthesis will be missing, because critical elements of the phenomena—interaction between the nuclear processes and the plasma environment in which they take place—cannot be accessed.

Experiments at the NIF will certainly manifest these interactions. Work underway now—including diagnostic development, experimental design, and preliminary measurements—suggests that NIF experiments can be designed to observe and measure this interaction and its effects. Such a program of nuclear physics at NIF would be complementary, and possibly equally important, to programs planned at FRIB and DUSEL in solving the problem of nucleosynthesis. Without such plasma-based experiments, our increased understanding from these future facilities will remain incomplete.
Scientific Opportunities

- Plasma coupling to nuclear excitation and decay processes
- Plasma screening effects in low energy charged particle capture reactions
- Thermal excitation of low level states and impact on neutron capture reactions
- Density dependence on electron capture processes ($^7$Be, $^{44}$Ti)

Naturally addresses important questions in nuclear astrophysics and matches the overall goals/needs of the broadly interdisciplinary nuclear astrophysics community.
Nuclear Astrophysics

SN Ia
- screening
- C, O fusion
- He-induced reactions
- electron capture

Star formation

Short XRB
- hot CNO cycles
- ap-process
- rp-process
- EC rates
- pycnonuclear fusion

Neutron

SN II
- r process
- vp process
- p process
- EC rates
- radioactivity ($^{26}$Al, $^{44}$Ti, $^{56}$Ni, $^{60}$Fe)

Nova
- hot CNO cycles
- Ne-Ca burning

Star
- pp-chains
- CNO cycles

White Dwarf

Red Giant
- He-burning
- neutron sources
- s-process
- C, O fusion rates
Reliable diagnostics of temperature, density, neutron flux, gamma flux is performed with X-ray imaging, $\gamma$-radiation, MRS Neutron spectrometer, and neutron-ToF systems. While knowledge of shock environment and timescale is essential new diagnostic tools for science program are required.
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Nuclear Astrophysics with neutrons

$s$-process

$^{197}\text{Au}(n,\gamma)^{198}\text{Au}$ as benchmark for mapping the thermal neutron contribution, future reactions may serve as benchmarks for reactions on thermally excited states.

Activation measurement results indicate high thermal flux

n_tof experiment on $^{197}\text{Au}$ groundstate

$^{197}\text{Au}(n,2n)^{196}\text{Au}$

$^{197}\text{Au}(n,\gamma)^{198}\text{Au}$

*N111103 DT cryo with $Y_{14}=5\times10^{14}$

Courtesy: Lee Bernstein LLNL
Reaching stellar energies

$^3\text{H}(t,n)^5\text{He}(n)^4\text{He}$ from accelerator experiments

$^3\text{H}(t,n)^5\text{He}(n)^4\text{He}$ from NIF MRS experiments

Three body break-up with a strong final state interaction?
Model calculations performed.

C. Wong et al., Nuclear Physics 71, 106 (1965).
$^3\text{He}+^3\text{He}$ plasma screening

LUNA underground measurement with proton spectrum at $E_{\text{cm}}=30\text{keV}$

Omega laser plasma measurement with proton spectrum at $E_{\text{cm}}=90\text{keV}$

Low energy experiments at plasma conditions are feasible; this provides unique opportunity to probe reaction plasma interaction.
Connections to other Fields

Hydrodynamic studies of the evolution of convection and mixing or rapid Rayleigh Taylor instabilities from late stellar evolution to supernovae as shock driven plasma events.

Material evolution towards extreme densities as anticipated for neutron star crust and white dwarf core environments.

Planet formation, condensation at high density, shock impact, conditions and nature of exo-planets.

Astro-Biology, formation of organic molecules in dense ice materials under intense radiation exposure during a NIF shot.
Complementary Activities

ELI-Beamlines Facility, Czech Republic
intense beams

Orion, AWE, UK

ELI-Attosecond Facility, Hungary
fast timing

ELI-Nuclear Physics Facility, Romania
intense photon beams.

European efforts
US-European Workshop

sponsored by GSI ExtreMe Matter Institute EMMI and Joint Institute of Nuclear Astrophysics JINA

Coupling the US and European nuclear, plasma & high density physics communities to formulate a list of scientific goals in astrophysics

Notre Dame London Centre at Trafalgar Square:
October 14-15, 2012